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Indoor/Outdoor Camera

Camera Setup Instructions

1. Mount your Indoor/Outdoor camera on its stand

2. Put one end of the AC power adapter through the 
plastic cap

3. Put the rubber grommet over the AC power adapter to 
ensure connection is waterproof

4. Screw on plastic cap to back of camera

5. Connect the other end of the AC power adapter to a 
power outlet within 3 feet of your Constellation Connect 
Hub (NOTE:  The AC power adapter is for indoor use 
ONLY.  Is is not weatherized for outdoor placement)

6. The green power LED will be solid for 15 seconds and 
then it will start blinking

NOTE:  
Complete the programming and wireless setup prior to 
mounting your camera

Pairing with your Constellation Connect Hub

1. Enter the device wizard on your mobile app or through your on-line account

2. Select Indoor/Outdoor Camera from the list of available devices

3. If you have not already done so, follow the Camera setup instructions above and ensure 
that the green power LED is blinking (if no longer blinking remove from power and plug 
back in)

4. Follow the in-app or on-screen instructions to complete the wireless setup of your camera
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Wireless setup

1. Firmly press the square WPS button on the back of the  camera

2. The network LED will begin blinking amber indicating the pairing 
process has started

3. Press the select button (B) on your hub to enter selection mode

4. Keep pressing the select button until the Wi-Fi LED blinks (third 
light from the left)

5. Press the sync button (A) on your hub to begin the WPS pairing 
process (NOTE:  While in WPS mode, the Wi-Fi LED will blink 
very fast for up to 2 minutes before turning back to solid)

6. Approximately a minute later, the green power LED on the back 
of the camera will change to solid and the network LED on your 
camera will begin blinking green

Note:  
Your camera and hub use WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup) for your 
security

Pairing with your Constellation Connect Hub (cont’d)

5. In approximately 1 to 2 minutes you will see an image from your 
camera on the screen

6. Follow the on-screen instructions to name your indoor/outdoor 
camera and assign it to a room (optional)

7. Your indoor/outdoor camera is successfully connected to your 
Constellation Connect Hub and will appear as a device in the 
device list
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